TH EORIE DES MONÔMES STANDARD POUR LES VARI ET ES DE BOTT-SAMELSON
Version fran caise abr eg ee. Soient where p means the coset of the group element p in the appropriate G=P.
Let O(1) be the minimal-degree ample line bundle on X m i , and denote its restriction to Z i by L m = O(1). We also denote by O (1) English Version. For ease of exposition, we suppose G to be of type A n?1 . Let G = SL(n; F) (where F is an algebraically closed eld of arbitrary characteristic or F = Z); consider the subgroups B = upper triangular matrices, P i = matrices which are upper triangular except for the position (i + 1; i), W = permutation matrices; let s i = the transposition (i; i + 1); and note that G= b P i = Gr(i; F n ) = Gr(i) the Grassmannian of i-planes in n-space. I lm l . We call a monomial and a tableau. We may again picture tableaux as paths.
Example. For G = SL(3), i = (1; 2; 1), m = (1; 1; 1), the tableau = (2; 13; 3) = 2:13:3 is identi ed with the piecewise-linear path in Z 3 with vertices 0, e 2 , e 2 +e 1 +e 3 , e 2 + e 1 + e 3 + e 3 , where e j denotes a coordinate vector. The corresponding basis element is = 2 (x) 13 (y) 3 (z) = x 2 (y 11 y 32 ? y 31 y 12 ) z 3 in the coordinates 0 @ A monomial is standard if its de ning tableau is standard.
Note. There is an e cient recursive algorithm for generating the standard tableaux,
given by a re ned Demazure character formula based on Littelmann's path operators Li] ( rst de ned for SL(n) by Lascoux and Sch utzenberger LSch] Sketch of Proof. We prove the Theorem by induction on the dimension of Z i (= the length of i) and on the degree of L m . We show that both the space of sections and the span of the standard monomials can be built up using the same recurrences, and hence they must be identical spaces. We thus show the Theorem not only for Bott-Samelson varieties, but also for the unions j2Ess(k) Z|. Note, however, that it does not hold for arbitrary unions even for the case of SL(3).
The Theorem and proof are carried out similarly for a general reductive G in the spirit of LS], and one may also extend the analysis to the case of symmetrizable Kac-Moody groups and quantum groups.
